The structural and electrical properties of metastable defects in various types of hydrogenated amorphous silicon have been studied using a powerful combination of continuous wave electron-paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy, electron spin echo (ESE) decay measurements, and Doppler broadening positron annihilation spectroscopy. The observed dependence of the paramagnetic defect density on the Doppler S parameter indicates that porous, nanosized void-rich materials exhibit higher spin densities, while dense, divacancy-dominated materials show smaller spin densities. However, after light soaking more similar spin densities are observed, indicating a long-term defect creation process in the Staebler-Wronski effect that does not depend on the a-Si:H nanostructure. From ESE decays it appears that there are fast and slowly relaxing defect types, which are linked to various defect configurations in small and large open volume deficiencies. A nanoscopic model for the creation of light-induced defects in the a-Si:H nanostructure is proposed. The light-induced degradation (LID) of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), also known as the StaeblerWronski effect (SWE) [1,2], has been extremely thoroughly investigated in the past decades [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Although the origin of the SWE and the nature of native and metastable defects is still poorly understood, impressive progress has been made in, for instance, the development of thin-film silicon (TF Si) solar cells. Record initial and stable conversion efficiencies of 16.3%
Although H can reduce the (metastable) defect density in a-Si:H, it is unclear how the H passivation of dangling bonds (dbs) takes place exactly. This is due to the complexity of the a-Si:H nanostructure, which has proven to be a serious obstacle in accurately describing the defects in a-Si:H and the SWErelated recombination processes. Often, the nanostructure is modeled as a continuous random network where isolated dbs form the dominant defects [30] . Although the simplicity of the continuous random network is appealing, many experimental results have explicitly questioned its correctness as a description of the a-Si:H nanostructure [15, 17, 19, 31, 32] . Additionally, recent electron-paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies indicate that isolated dbs are not the only defects in the nanostructure. Instead, at least two distinct types of defects are involved in the SWE [33, 34] . This suggests that an alternative view on the nanostructure is needed, like the so-called disordered network with hydrogenated vacancies [35, 36] , also termed the anisotropic disordered network [31, 32] . Note that the disordered network with hydrogenated vacancies consists of regions dominated by various types of open volume deficiencies, i.e., divacancies, multivacancies, and nanosized voids, which are embedded in disordered regions similar to the continuous random network. In view of these findings, the objective of this study is to gain insight into both the structural and electrical defect properties that govern the SWE.
In this work, we investigate four a-Si:H films deposited by radiofrequency (rf) PECVD on Corning XG glass, crystalline silicon (c-Si), and aluminum (Al) foil substrates. The deposition conditions for the films, as shown in Table I , are chosen such that the nanostructure and light-soaking stability of the different materials vary significantly. The gas flow rate ratio 4 ] was varied such that two dense, high-quality types of a-Si:H could be deposited at low pressure, p. One film was deposited from undiluted SiH 4 (R = 0) while another was deposited from moderately H 2 -diluted SiH 4 (R = 10). These two films are investigated here because the latter is known to have a higher light-soaking stability, although the responsible nanostructural mechanism that can explain this difference is unknown [25, 26] . Furthermore, a porous R = 0 film was deposited by increasing the rf power density, P rf , which in turn increases the deposition rate, r d . This a-Si:H material serves as an interesting reference, since it is known to have a poor light-soaking stability due to the presence of nanosized voids [37] , which is indicated by a relatively large high stretching mode (HSM) intensity as indicated by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy [31] . This film is indeed porous, while all others are dense, as illustrated in Table I by the much larger nanostructure parameter R * , which is defined as the relative contribution of the HSM to the total infrared absorption induced by the Si-H stretching modes. Note that the films deposited on c-Si substrates were used to enable FTIR measurements in transmittance mode. Finally, we investigate another type of a-Si:H that is processed at high p from strongly H 2 -diluted SiH 4 [16, [38] [39] [40] [41] . This kind of a-Si:H results in solar cells with a high open-circuit voltage when used as an absorber layer due to the increased band gap with respect to low-p a-Si:H. However, the nature of the native and metastable defects in high-p a-Si:H has not yet been studied.
To study the nature of the defects in the different a-Si:H nanostructures and pave the way towards SWE mitigation we employ a powerful combination of Doppler broadening positron annihilation spectroscopy (DBPAS) [31, 32] , quantitative continuous wave electron-paramagnetic resonance (cw-EPR) spectroscopy, and electron spin echo (ESE) decay measurements [34] . DBPAS is utilized to determine the dominant type of open volume deficiency in the material, as more valence electrons are probed by the implanted positron when the average open volume increases in size. Quantitative cw-EPR spectroscopy yields the total db density by counting the number of unpaired db spins per volume unit. Additionally, ESE decay measurements are employed to study the average defect distance and the formation of defect clusters, since the ESE decay of clustered and nonclustered dangling bonds is different. a-Si:H films on glass and Al foil were used for the DBPAS and EPR experiments, respectively. For the EPR experiments the 1-μm-thick films were removed from the substrates by wet etching (10% hydrochloric acid) after which the dried flakes were collected into quartz tubes. Note that one half of each Al foil sample was prepared in this way prior to light soaking and the other half only after light soaking. Light soaking was conducted for 400 h using an AM1.5 solar simulator at an ambient temperature of 50°C. A red filter with a cutoff wavelength of 630 nm was used during light soaking to avoid inhomogeneous LID of the films [42] . A systematic characterization study is conducted to investigate the light-induced changes in the various a-Si:H nanostructures to understand the nature of the metastable defects.
First, all films on glass were characterized by DBPAS to identify the dominant type of open volume deficiency present in the nanostructure of the as-deposited state. The VEPFIT program was used to extract the Doppler S parameter of the films from the measured positron implantation depth profiles [43] . Since the positrons typically diffuse towards the open volumes after implantation, the S parameter is a measure for the size of the dominant open volume deficiency in a material, including semiconductors like a-Si:H [19, 31, 32, [44] [45] [46] [47] . We only report normalized S/S c-Si values to enable a comparison with literature values; a reference c-Si sample was measured for this purpose. Details of the DBPAS setup are described elsewhere [31, 32] . These results are then compared with the total paramagnetic defect density, N s , which is associated with the a-Si:H db density. This property was determined by double integration of the cw-EPR spectra following protocols described in the literature, which also describe further details of the setup [47, 48] . Note that the cw-EPR experiments were performed using a Bruker ESP300 X-band spectrometer and a superhigh-quality Q-factor resonator operating at the TE 011 microwave mode. cw-EPR measurements were carried out at a low microwave power of 0.2 mW to avoid signal saturation and an optimum lock-in modulation amplitude of 4 G was chosen. The values of S/S c-Si and N s are plotted in Fig. 1(a) for all four a-Si:H samples both before and after light soaking. It is immediately clear that the porous R = 0 sample is dominated by nanosized voids, which corresponds to the high R * value shown in Table I , while the other three materials are dominated by divacancies and can thus be considered dense. Additional local information on the distribution of defect distances and the presence of defect clusters can be obtained from electron spin couplings. However, despite its power to identify paramagnetic centers and evaluate their quantity, field sweep cw-EPR spectroscopy typically does not provide the necessary spectral resolution to determine couplings between dilute electron spins in disordered materials such as a-Si:H. In this case, one has to resort to ESE techniques [49] [50] [51] [52] . In particular, ESE decays are very sensitive to the coupling situation of db spins in a-Si:H [34] . Therefore, ESE decay measurements are used here to analyze the connection between the a-Si:H nanostructure and the light-induced changes in the material.
To extract this information, we performed ESE-detected phase memory time measurements employing a standard two-pulse Hahn echo sequence (π/2−τ −π −τ -echo), with π/2 = 44 ns, π = 88 ns. For the detection of the ESE amplitude as a function of the pulse separation time, a starting value of τ = 640 ns was chosen, which was then stepwise incremented by τ = 24 ns. All relaxation decays were taken at the center of the db EPR spectrum (g = 2.0055). These pulsed X-band EPR experiments were performed at T = 80 K and a constant value of the magnetic field B 0 which was chosen to get a maximum ESE signal on a Bruker ElexSys E580 spectrometer equipped with a standard dielectric ring EPR resonator (Bruker ER3118X-MD5). The same samples were used for both the cw-EPR and ESE experiments.
To enable a direct comparison of the initial and light-soaked state for each sample, as well as a comparison between individual samples, we compare the normalized ESE decays, as shown in Fig. 2 . For each sample we recorded ESE decays before and after light soaking. Obviously, differences in the local nanostructure surrounding a defect are detectable, as the echo decays are shaped differently for all four samples. It is particularly striking that the dense R = 10 material, which is the most stable material when used as an absorber layer in an a-Si:H solar cell, shows the largest difference in the ESE decay between the as-deposited and light-soaked state of all four samples considered. It is obvious that a simple monoexponential function can generally not describe all the ESE decays shown in Fig. 2 . However, all the decays can be fitted extremely well when using the model of Fehr et al. [34] who describe the ESE signal V as a superposition of two exponentials:
where A 1 and A 2 represent the amplitudes of individual EPR spectra while T SD,1 and T SD,2 are phase memory relaxation times associated with spectral diffusion (SD). The first monoexponential term in Eq. (1) corresponds to fast relaxing dbs (type 1) and was associated with interactions between 245207-3 clustered electron spins. The second term in Eq. (1) originates from slowly decaying dbs (type 2) and was assigned to electron nuclear spin interactions of nonclustered spins [34] . Therefore, A 1 and A 2 represent the densities of type 1 and type 2 dbs, respectively. While fitting a minimum number of free variables in the fitting routine, we were able to maintain T SD,1 = 1.2 μs as a constant value for all fits shown in Fig. 2 , while fitting yielded T SD,2 = 9.6 ± 1.3 μs in the as-deposited state and T SD,2 = 10.4 ± 2.0 μs in the light-soaked state. Our findings agree with the relaxation model proposed in [34] , although we report somewhat lower T SD,1 and T SD,2 values in comparison to Fehr et al. (T SD,1 = 2.4 ± 1.0 μs; T SD,2 = 11.4 ± 1.0 μs). These differences may be due to differences in hydrogen concentration or other material peculiarities which are induced by a much higher deposition frequency (95 vs 13.56 MHz used in this work). Nevertheless, the ESE decays still need to be fitted with both a fast and a slowly relaxing component. This further supports the hypothesis that at least two types of defects are involved in the SWE [34] .
After having obtained properly fitted ESE decays it can be assessed how much each of the two proposed defect types contributes to the db density. In Fig. 1(c) , A 1 and A 2 are dependent on N s , both before and after light soaking. Generally, A 1 and A 2 increase after light soaking, similar to the overall increase in N s after light soaking as observed in Fig. 1(a) . This is not surprising, since N s = A 1 + A 2 as the modeled ensemble of type 1 and type 2 defects yield well-fitted ESE decays and together describe the total db density, but it can now be identified how much each of the two proposed defect types increases in density after light soaking. A closer inspection of Fig. 1(c) reveals that the relative increase of A 1 and A 2 varies substantially for the four different a-Si:H materials and thus depends on the nanostructure. However, based on EPR experiments alone it is difficult to infer the nature of the metastable defects present in the various a-Si:H materials.
A more direct and structural way to investigate the defects in a-Si:H is to combine our DBPAS findings with the ESE-EPR results. More specifically, the fitted ESE decays can be utilized to understand the nanostructural surroundings of the two proposed defect types when comparing A 1 and A 2 with the S/S c-Si values obtained from DBPAS, both before and after light soaking. The results of this analysis are depicted in Fig. 1(b) . Using this visualization it is again clear that A 1 and A 2 both increase after light soaking. However, after light soaking, the moderate dependence of A 1 on S/S c-Si in the as-deposited state disappears completely, while the initially strong dependence of A 2 on S/S c-Si becomes only weak. Recently, A 1 and A 2 were suggested to be linked to defects in large open volume deficiencies and randomly distributed defects, respectively, but only based on EPR experiments [34] .
However, with the extra nanostructural information that appears from combining our DBPAS and EPR results, we propose with more certainty which nanoscopic mechanisms are taking place during LID and assign a physical meaning to A 1 and A 2 . A schematic sketch depicting the theoretically possible ways of creating dbs in small and large open volume deficiencies is shown in Fig. 3 Considering all of the above, we propose that reducing the nanosized void density while increasing the H passivation degree of small open volume deficiencies as much as possible-for instance, by depositing at R > 0 and/or using a triode reactor [19] -is the recipe for making the most stable a-Si:H. Such an enhanced understanding of the formation of light-induced defects is an important step forward in comprehending the nature of metastable defects in a-Si:H and reducing the SWE. Solving this 38-year-old problem would lead to significant improvements in the production process of a-Si:H based solar cells, but is also relevant for other production processes that include a-Si:H, such as silicon heterojunction solar cells [53] , optical sensors and thin-film transistors [54] , and, more recently, waveguides for telecommunication applications such as photonic chips and optical fibers [55] .
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